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ABSTRACT
Sulfide eapacities of binary silicate melts (Na-0-Si0> CaO-SiO,. MnO-SiO , FeO-SiO 
and MgO-SiO,). binary aluminate melts (CaO-AlO,. and MnO-AIO, d and ternary silicate melts 
(FeO-CaO-SiO,, MnO-MgO-SiO,, MgO-CaO-SiO;. and MnO-CaO-SiO;) at several different 
temperaiures were calculated a priori using the modified Reddy-Biander model
An expression for in the composition range of 0 < Xs-s(Xaio ,)< I 0 was derived tor 
binary M„0-SiO; and M„0-AI0,. systems In a ternary MO-NO-SiO system, the Milfide 
capacities were deduced at a constant silica mole fraction using the calculated sulfide capacities 
of binary MO-SiO. and NO-SiO, systems.
Experiments were done using encapsulation method and C aO-SiO slags as a reterence 
slags for CaO-AIOn system at 177.fK The sulfide capacities for CaO-AIO. . system at 
X,^,, = 0 .T)7. 0 427 and 0 4.S8 are 2 (v4xl0‘, 6 22xlO\ind 7 I Sx 10 ■“ respectively The adsantage 
of the encapsulation method is that many slag samples can be equilibrated with a common gas 
phttse without either presetting or directly measuring W ith the inclusion ot a reteience
slag sample for which (\ is known from previous measurements, the sulfide capacities ot all 
samples were calculated trom the measurement ot the final sulfur content ot each sample The 
experimental results agree with the other experimental data and also with oui predicted data very 
well
Ihe modified Reddy-Blander model for calculating (\ in slags a priori is shown to be 
in very good agreement with the available experimental data
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8.4.3. Prediction of the Gibbs Energy of Fusion of Metal Sulfides. 
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In pyrometallurgical processes, the impurities like sulphur or phosphorus which originate 
from the ore, coal, flux etc will greatly affect the properties of the products produced In the 
case of steelniaking, sulphur content in the steel has a strong influence on its mechanical 
properties. Thus, sulfur removal is necessary to obtain maximum toughness pamcularly in the 
tran.sverse direction in steel"'. Recently, more attention has been paid to desulfurization than to 
dephosphorization.
At iron and steel making temperature, elemental sulphur is stable only as a gas. but it can 
be dissolved to form a liquid solution m both the slag and the metal ' ' I his means that the ^untrol 
of the sulphur content in the metal must be considered m terms ot in the partitioning between the 
gaseous compounds containing sulphur and the sulphur in solution at the gas liquid interlace, and 
(ii) the partitioning of sulphur between the slag and the metal at the slag-metal interface
One of the mostly used methods lor sulfur removal is by reaction w ith liquid sl.igs I'he 
significance ot these characteristic slag properties can be illustr.ited by nmsider,ition ot die 
tollow ing equation
(cSij./l • J: 5 - 5- ^ U_ ' ■/) (1)
where O and S are presumably written as single ion aclivilies liquation I shows the chemistry 
ol sultur-oxvgen exchange reactions among metal, alloy, sl.tg, and gas phases, under the 
conditions ot pvrometallurgical processing ot metals
.Sulfide capacits is a measure ot the ability of a slag to remoxe sulfur trom metal I or 
more than thirty years, a number of empirical correlations have been proposed between sulfide 
capacity and the b.isicitv ot slags The Reddy Blander model'’''' predicted that the sultide
1 
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capaL-ity can he calculated "a priori'’. based on a simple solution model and on a knowledtte ot 
the chemical and solution propenies of sulfides and oxides.
In this study, sulfide capacities of binary silicate slags such as Na-O SiO.. f aO-SiO . 
MnO-SiO., FeO-SiO; and MgO-SiO:. binary aluminate slags such as MnO-AIO, . and ( aO- AIO 
and ternary silicate slags such as FeO-CaO-SiO-. MnO-MgO-SiO-. MgO-CaO-.SiO and MnO 
CaO-SiO, were calculated using the modified Reddy-Blander model at different temperatures, 
from a knowledge of the thermodynamic activities of the component oxides, with no adiustable 
parameters
). 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW
For many years, several attempts have been made to correlate empirically the sulfide 
capacities ol multicomponent oxide melts and various basicity scales, such ;ts the "optical 
basicity" scale. These attempts have met with only very limited success In 1987, Reddy and 
Blander presented their model''' to calculate the sulfide capacities ot binary silicate slajjs a priori 
from a knowledge of the oxide activities, using a very simple model for the distribution ot sulfide 
ions in the melt. Later in 199.T Pelton ri al modified the model tor the case ot acid slags'''
The exchange of oxygen and sulfur between an oxide slag and other pha.ses has generally 
been written in terms of the follow ing reaction
y.jj fi) • i (./i - u !'9)
where M„() and M„S are components ot the slag. M is a particular cation, such .is Sa. (. a. I e, 
Mn, Mg, eh. n = 2 when M = Na and n^ 1 when M = ('a. Le. Mn. Mg. ci< The eguilibrium 
constant for equ.ition (2) is given by
where asi.. and .isi.s are .ictivities in the slag. /’<• and /’• .lie partial pressures ot ocNgen and 
sulfur respectively
It the amount of sultur in sl.tg is sm.ill. then Henry's law applies and .im.v vanes directly 
proportional to the amount ot dissolved sulfur Lurthermore. lor a given oxide sl.ig composition, 
asi, " IS very nearlv equal to its value in the sultur tree slag Hence, I incham and Richardsorf ' 
defined the sulfide capacity ol a slag as
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where (wt pet S) is the weight pereent of dissolved sulfur in slag, P> and P-. are partial 
pressures of oxygen and sulfur respectively. The higher the sulfide capacity of a slag, the higher 
the sulfur content of the slag for a given set of equilihrium conditions with other phases
Since then, a number of correlations have been proposed between sultide capacity and 
the basicitv of slags. One approach was to use an empirical index called basicity which is 
calculated either as the ration ot the amount ot basic oxides to that ot acidic oxides used, or as 
the amount of excess base. More recently the concept of optical basicity has been used tor such 
correlations The weakness of the u.se ot basicity ratio or excess base was reviewed by 
Summerville and Sosinsky'* They have devised a correlation ot the sulfide capacities ot slags 
with a quantity called optical basicity, which was originally proposed and applied to glass
chemistry by Dutfv and Ingram... fiaskell' ' discussed the optical basicity ot slags and applied
it to correlations ot the distribution of phosphorus between slag and metal Nakamura r! a!' 
measured the optical basicity ot a silicate glass and slags using photoacoiistic spectroscopy Then 
results showed poor agreement between the measured optical basicity ot slags and the 
ther'retically calculated data Hattie and Hager' made similar observations on the wikulated 
optical basicity ot lead smelting slags
Sosmskv and .Sommerville''' exhibited an impressive correlation ot optical basicity vviih 
sultide capacities and pointed out that the optical basicity is not a basicity m the usual sense, but 
is rather related to the electronegativity ot the cations in any given system Since the 
electronegativity of an ion is probably related to the chemical properties ot compounds, such .is 
oxides and sultides. their success may be related more to the tact that optical b.isicity is reLited
.; 
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to chemical properties ot the oxides and sulfides ot the cations in a melt rather than to the older 
concept of the basicity of a melt, which is more a measure of the .solution propenies and relative 
activities of components in a melt. The chemical properties are related to differences in the (iibhs 
energies of formation of the oxides and sulfides, whereas the solution properties, which can be 
expre.ssed in terms of activity coefficients, are related to the interactions ot the oxides and sulfides 
with the other solution components If we adopt the Pauling electronegativities'''"' instead ot the 
empirical value of the optical basicity proposed by .Sosinsky and Sommerville. the predictionN 
based on this concept differ greatly from the mea.vurement in FeO-SK). and MnO SiO 
systems''"
Despite the impressive correlations ot sultide capacities with optical basii.it\, problems 
remain, and as will be shown, it tails to correlate with data tor a number ot systems Optkal 
basicity is. at best, an indirect correlation ot those chemical and solution properties related to 
sulfide capacities and does not lead to predictions a priori
In 1087. Reddy and Blander examined sultide capacities ot binary silicate melts MO Si() 
in a more direct manner in which they used the chemic.il and solution properties ot oxides ,iiul 
sulfides to calculate sultide cap.icities u prion Ihey dexeloped diltereni eijuations to ..alcul.ite 
sultide capa..ilv tor bin.iry silicate melts file entire composition range is dixideil into two one 
IS called basic melts whose composiiion range is U<.\s... <0 VT the other is c,tiled acid melts 
whose composition range is 0 .VisXs... iO (>7 The tull derivation will he shown in theoretical 
consideration section compared with our moditied model later
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C, = IQQ. W,.K„.a^ (
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where W, is the molecular weight of the sulfur. K„ is the equilibrium constant for equation (2). 
a„,, is the activity for MO, X, is the mole fraction of ^ compound and W = W«.. + Xs... (Ws... 
Wmii), the average molecular weight of the solution
B. Ft rmularion of EijUiJtions for Anit Melts li.e.. the Contposttion Ran^e. 0 < AX.. <0 67 for
MO-SiO: Systems j
where (t>^ is the volume traction of .S' sites
There were two ^ases which made the iwn prediction lines in that range I he real system 
will lie between these two cases 
Case I
When melts contain onlv monomers.
(7)
C.Lse II
l or melts containing mostly polymers.
.Ties
The sulfide capacities of slags were calcul.ited by subsiiiuting equ.ilion i5 i tor b.isi. mells 
and equations (bl to (S) tor acidic melts
The predictions of (',. by using original Reildy Blander model are shown in t igs 1
(., 
( 5) 
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through 5, compared with the optical basicity model tor CaO-SiO system. he()-Si() system. 
MgO-SiO; system and MnO-SiO; system. From the figures, the (\ predictions ot Reddy and 
Blander model proposed is more accurate than those proposc-d using the concept of optical 
basicity'”'.
In 199.1. Pelton ai. modified the Reddy-Blander model tor the sulfide capacities I't 
slags for the ca.se of acid slags and to include Al.(), and TiO as components'”' .Similarly, they 
considered a binary silicate slag with components M,0-Si(). (where (). Cat). FeO.
MgO. MnO. fh )
A hormulation nj Equations f«r Bush Melts (i.r.. the Composition Runi;e. Cts-Vs.. for
M,0 SiO, Systems)
ITie expression tor (\ is the same as the one in Reddy-Blander model
- I'JO . A'„. 1 (9 )
B Eormulation of Equations for Aeuta Melts li e , the Composition Hanye. II < / tor
M,0-Si(). Systems I
l.in and Pelton used an even simpler approach, based upon the limiting case ot a 
structural model proposed by them some years age ' '' In this model, the Lonceiitiaiion ot () loiu 
m acid melts is considered to be negligible Theie are thus two tspes ot oxygen i I i bridging 
oxygens bonded to two silicon atoms iSi-()-Si) and (2) oxygens singly bonded to one silicon 
atom Fivery silicon is bonded to tour oxygens to form a silicate tetrahedron I here are thus 
(2Xs.o - Xm.o) moles of bridging oxygens per mole of solution That is, at Xs,.. = 0 .TT there 
are no bridging oxxgens. all silicate letrahedra is in the torm ot SiO/ anions As X^ ' increases, 
polymeri/ation occurs progressively until, at X-.- = I. all oxygens are bridging oxygen-' Ihe
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Fig.l. Plot of calculated and meiLsurcd Cs in the CaO-SiO, 
system at 1773K and 1923K based on the original Reddy- 
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Fig.2. Plot of calculated and measured C's in the FeO-SiO, 
system at 1773K and 1923K based on the original Reddy- 
Blander model and on the optical basicity model described by 
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Pig.3. Plot of calculated and measured Cs in the MgO-SiO, 
system at I773K and I923K based on the original Reddy- 
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Fig.4. Plot of measured Cs of Abraham et in the MnO-
SiO, system at 1773K and calculated based on the original 
Red'dy-Blander model and on the optical basicity^ model 
described by Sosinsky and sommerville'’' and Pauling’
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Fig.5. Plot of measured Cs of Abraham et a/.'"' in the MnO- 
SiO, system at 1923K and calculated based on the original 
Reddy-Blander model and on the optical basicity model 
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expre-ssiiin tur is given by
C, = IQQ. (10)
Using Pelton ft al '"' approach, the sulfide capacities tor the entire composition range can 
be calculated using equations (9) and (10). Fig.6 shows the prediction hy Pelton rl ul tor CaO- 
SiO: slags at 1773K and 192.3K.
It is shown that Pelton rt al.''' approach gives good estimations ol sultide capacity tor 
slags containing up to 70 mol pet ot acid components But we have to point out that they adiusted 
the value ot A(>," ot reaction (2) used in the calculations tor some systems to get the best tn 
For example, tor ('aO-.SiO system. A(i" was increa,sed by 10 KJ and tor MgO Sit) A(i. was 
adjusted by -22 KJ
In the next section, we will derive the modiliesl Reddy-Hlander model iii detail toi both 
binary and multicomponent systems
l J 
c. 
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Fig 6 Calculated sulfide capacities in CaO-SiO, slags compared 
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i. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATION 
3.1. Thwiretkal Calculation for Binary .Systems.
The sulfide equilibrium reaction can he written as equation i2) and the equilibrium 
constant K„ for the reaction (2) is given by equation (3) The sulfide capacity is defined b> 
equation (4).
Combining equations (.3) and (4). the following relation can be obtained
(wt peC S) (11)
where K.., is the equilibrium constant for equation (2), asi. ■ and aws are the aclis ities ot M.() and 
M„S, (wt pet S) IS the weight percent ot dissolved sultur m slag F^quation (111 is used to 
calculate (\ with the knowledge of K„. avv and the relationship between avis and (wt pet Si The 
method of obtaining the latter relationship and calculating C\ is described below
Reddv and Blander derived equations to calculate sulfide capacities tor silic.ite svstemv 
originally, but lor slags containing Al (). with a basic oxide, we use the similar derivation bv 
taking the components as M„()-AIO; . and applying all the equations directly by simply replacing 
Xc. with Xv' Ihat IS, Alt) . is treated as an acid component equivalent to SiO Here we will 
derive the modified model applying MO-AK3,, system 
3.1.1. Formulation of F^quations for Basic Melts ( 0 S Xvki < 0.33 )
It we consider a melt ot Nvi.i moles ot M() and Nv' , moles ot Alt) ,. we may rewrite 
this binary solution in terms ot twoditterent components. Ml) anvl M Alt),,, which dissolve the 
molten sulfide MS to torm a simple ternary additive solution ot .MO. M Alt)., and MS. 
consisting of a single cationic species and three anionic species Such .idditive mixtures with 
different anions generallv deviate little trom ideal solution behavioi and. to a reasonable
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where N' is the number ot mole.s ot converted components to MO-.M-AK)., solution The anion 
traction (which is the activitv in an ideal additive solulioni is also the mole traction
MC *
- (14)
For small concentrations ot sultur in the melts (dilute solutions), we convert to iwi 




where W is the molecular weight ot the /"■ compound Substituting equation i IS) into equation 
(III and rearranging, equation ( Ki) is obtained
C'., = lOOK’,. d^. A' --VAio,
• ^a:o, J f^A:c. ,
(16)
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3.1.2. Formulation of Equations for Add Melts ( 0.33 \ak> . < I )
In this cumpusitiiin range, we consider sulfide solutions in acidic melts v-hich cont.iin 
polymeric species. We are examining a theoretical model tor the solution properties ot anionic 
species which do not break Al-O-AI bridges in an alummate. I ntil such a model is developed, 
we will u.se the Flory polymer model as an approximation to calculate t\
Assume a lattice consisting of sulfur (monomer) and a distribution ot polymers laluminate 
polymeric ions) The S' ions and the AlO. . units m the polymer do not difler greatly m si/e. and 
in this model, the polymers tend to torm a chain Therelore. the volume traction ot S viiev. 
based on the number ot sites m dilute solutions ot S . is given by
4>s (17)
The total weight of the solution can he written as




and weight ot sullur = Iheretore.
(19)
u-f /..'L-r s' (20)
•Vx;.c
Substituting ei|uations (17) and l20i into equation (11), we omain
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where 0, is the volume traction of S' sites The relationship between o, and was obtained 
from the consideration of Flory’s approximation'''’' for polymer monomer mixtures ot aluminate 
melts.
Ina^ = ln<J)g * (1 -i ) (1 (Jij,) * n (1 (t>^) ‘ (22)
where I - = 0,- Therelore.
l:i0, . (1 il4., • pV (23)
where n is a very small con.stant tor the expected weak interactions between the anions isulfide 
and aluminatesi, and m is an average polymer chain length The contribution ot the first term to 
In a^is is expected to be small and will be neglected Kquation (2T can be rewritten as
<t>,. 1
(24)
Because the melts contain primarily polymers tor the acid melts in which 0 < \m" '■ I 0. we
assume 0,. = I
From Smith and Masson model tor silicate melts, the following expression between the 
known i|uantities asv , \\ ■ and m can be deduced' ‘
i = <1 d^.) ^
A
(25)
when .\v.i > 1) -S. we assume m = 00
The sulfide capacities of slags were calculated using equations (16), (21). (24) and (2S i
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for the entire composition range and temperatures.
3.2. The<tretical Calculation for Multicomponent System.
For ternary systems, equation (2) can be written as
(Mu. NO) (J) • -i 5; (c/) - (M5.NS) (1) • -i a (.;) (26)
anil
MU (1) ♦ -i (.y) - MS (1) • 4 a (y) (27)
NU (1) • - y ('7) - (it ■ -k 
2 " ■
(28)
According to Fiood-Gr|otheim theory''"', the parti.il (iibhs energies ot mismgot sulphides 
and oxides (which are small compared with the tree energies ot reaction) are similar to each 
other Then the standard (lihhs energy change ot transtormation ot oxide to sulphide ot equ.iiion 
l26i IS expressed as equation i2')i
A'O’ ' (29)
where A(i. and Atls. are the (iibhs energy changes m equations 26. 27 and 2K
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equation (29) can he funher simplified as equation (321:
In X" - (32)
where K. K„,, and Km,, are equilibrium constant ot equations 26. 27 and 28 respectively
Using Flood-Grjotheim theory, first the model is converted from weight percentage into 
mole fraction. Then the equations (16) or (21) tor a constant .\s." in binary MO-SiC) and NO 
SiO. systems become
f c;.HC ' ^MC (33)
Nl ^’nC (34)
where (\ is sulfide capacity of melt in mole fraction
Substituting equations (33) and (34) into equation (32) and rearranging it. we obtained 
equation (3.S):
In " •'v'„(ln c’In cjiml' ■ Tv^-iln c ^ In f
where u. is the activity ot the i component
If we consider only (MN)0 as a solution, then the integral (ohhs energy ot the solution 
can be described as
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Finally, substituting equation (.^7) into equation (,^.S) we obtained equation (,18l
^ <.MC ' ^'s ^(38)
where C's mn... C andC \ ^,, are sulfide eapaaty ot ternary M()-NO-Si(J system, binary 
MO-SiO; and NO-SiO; systems at constant mole traction ol .SiO; in the re.spective systems
From calculated values ot C^„,, and C\ v,, ternary C\ values are calculated tor the MO 
NO-SiO. system using equation t.^8) Similarly, tor a multicomponent system containing one 
acidic component and several basic components, such as A„0-B.^()-( ,0-SiO system, it was 
proposed bv t hen rt i;/' "' that ln(\ should vary linearly with the cationic tractions In the 
general case ot >.ations ol ditterent charges, the cationic tractions should be replaced by 
etjuivalent cationic tractions N, Fhat is.
l:i ,.v - K, In • N, In • K, In 0 . • . . . (39)
where In \ >be value ot In (\ in the .A.O SiO binary system at the same mole traction 
Xs... as in the multicomponent system
Ihe followine section will discuss the experimental method and the comparison ol the 
measurements with the prediction ot (\ tor alummate melts,1J,'lll ,>j l'.lJ ILLi ll l' ' J1lj '. ) IP llll ll.' IJ),1.Jd ·'41 ljll YI , }lJ;)llJ,1.Jn,l'.;-llll 
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The measurement ot sulfide capacity requires the equilibration of samples in an 
environment with clearly measured values of the chemical potentials ot sultur and oxygen '
From equation (4). it is clear that sultlde capacity is a property of slag melts dependent only upon 
slag composition and temperature.'’"' Hence, it is of value in the description ot sultur distribution 
in any complex system containing a slag phase, c.g. in slag-metal reactions where (P.. Ps)‘ is 
proportional to a.^as m the metallic phase. Most high temperature gas-sl.ig equilibr,ition 
measurements at temperatures above l()OOT have been done in systems with g.is circulation ' "
■' (,as mixtures containing ('OtH.i. ('() (H-0), and SO iH .Si establish particular sallies ot f’.. 
and Ps when healed to temperatures where all reactions reach equilibrium Hence, omdensed 
phase samples are gradually brought into equilibrium with preset chemical potentials ot O and
S. in the continuously tlowing gas stream
,An alternative method which has been used extensively at temperatures below ItKXf ( 
employs static g.is atmospheres In one torm ot applic.ition, seseral samples ot a condensed ph.ise 
are placed within a sealed capsule or container tor mutual equilibr.ition It w.is named as 
encapsul.ition method, which was adopted by Bronson and St Bieire in I'L'f
Within a closed c.ipsule containing a variety ot sl.ig melts, a sulturi/mg .itmosphere is 
gener.ited and eventually all ot the slag samples equilibr.ite to the same atmosphere The 
sulfurizing potential. (Ps. P- ) determines the conditions tor repl.icement ot () ions by S ions 
in the slag samples as stiown m a|uation 111 Hence, the sultide capacity may be calculated Irom 
the siiltun/ing potential and the me.isured sultur content ot a slag sample by using equation i4i 
Within e.ich c.ipsule. the sultun/ing potential is established by the qu.intity ot sultur
22 
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charged In the slags, the slag compositions, and the temperature When each capsule contains ,i 
slag sample for which the sulfide capacity is known from previous experiments, the sultide 
capacities of all other slag samples may he calculated If represents the sultide capacity tor 
a particular reference sample, then iPs./Po,)' ' tor the system is given hy pi i S 'C^ where p<! 
S“ is the final sulfur content of the reference slag Ilieretore, the sultide capacities ot all unknown 





In this method, the compositions ot both the condensed phases and the static gas 
environment ad|ust to establish a mutual equilibrium Although the sulturizmg potential. Py P . 
is neither preset nor directly measured, the sulfide capacities, (\, ot all samples within the 
capsule are related by the above equation
Hence, the sulfide capacities ot all samples may be calculated Irom the measurement ot 
the final sulfur content ot each sample and the inclusion ot a 'reterence" slag sample lor which 
(\ IS known trom pres ious measurements
4,2. K\peri men I 111 Studies for (_ii()-MO,, System
fhe experiments were conducted in a l.mdberg box turnace with tubular heating elements 
ot Kanthal Sl'PfR .VI Molybdenum Disilicide The slag samples in this study were contained in 
platinum crucibles ot .1 mm radius and 4 mm height, which were hanil drawn trom 0 mm 
platinum foil The platinum crucibles containing all ot the pretused sl.igs were pl.iced m three 
,AI;0, boats within the quart/ capsule as shown in l ig f
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l-ij;7 DeMi;n oi iho capsules - three AlO, boats contamin.u 12 15 samples
The temperatute was measured with a Pt HI‘2Rh ss Pt-t.S Rh ihermo.ouple nspe H- 
resting iui the insiJc ssall oi the Al-O, tube besivle the rjuaru .apsule between ie.iding Hie 
lurnace temperature u..i> controlled bv a matched 1 mdberg c>'i'.trol console lih the 
experimental apparatus schemaiicalK shown in lugs Sa and Sb, the turnacc had an even
temperature eone i>1 11 S :in at 150O'( (*5"( r
Master slags were prepared by tusing reagent grade ('a(' and Al t). p.'wJer in graphite 
crucibles in argon atmosphere All pretused slags sxere glass'. I'he small platinum crucibles sseie 
charged with about 0 a g ot crushed master sl.ig samples
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Fig.Sa. Sc hematic diagra m of the experimental furnace system. 
A-Refractory, B-A lumina tube, C- Pt-30 %Rh vs . Pt-6%Rh 
ther111oco11ple (type B) , O-Qua11z rapsulc, E- Alz').1 boat s 





A Lindberg box furnace 
B Liiidberg conlrol console.
(■ Thermocouple iT>pe B'
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The ettect of temperature on the species distribution for Ar-SO. mixture j:as was plotted 
in Fig .9 using HSC Chemical Reaction and Equilibrium Softw are with extensiv e Thermochemical 
Database from Outokumpu Research Oy in Finland (see Appendix for the calculation) From the 
figure, we can see that SO; gas remains throughout the experiment at
500 700 900 1100 1300 1500 1700 C
Fig ') F.ttect ot temper.iture on the species distribution tor \i SO mixture g.is
The sulfide capacity ot the CaO-SiO- reference dags at were taken trom Abr.iham
and Richardson'-'’, and are listed in Table 1
After an equilibration time ot .S to 8 hours, each capsule w.is lemoxed tis'm the turn.ice 
and air-cooled Ihe slag samples solidified quickly without any evidence ol splashing >>r g.is 
evolution I'suallv the capsules remained tight tor approximately 2 to s mins and then started to
The effect n f temperature un th e species di tr h 11on f r Ar -SO: rn1~tu rc: g:L\ w.1_\ r h•c .:d 
t h e from ut0kumru t! rch y 1n Fi l nd (~ ee A[) t! 1x f r t e: .: :1k ul , t1c,n1 r:r,,111 t <· 
fi re.  c  see t t : gas rt! ain s thr ughout t t! apa1 t! l :1l J 771 K 
Log(mol) 
(, . 0 
-5 . 0 
-10 . 0 
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ijrack The sample were removetl form the capsule anJ cooled to room temperature m a 
desiccator
Table 1. Sulfide Capacities ot CaO-Si(T Reference Slags at 177,^K' ''
%CaO/%SiO: No of samples (\ 
1.37 128 2
1 2‘) 120 2
224x10^ I 14S 
I 74x10" I 123
Ihe sulfur contents of the slag samples were determined by a I hCf) analyzer Ihe ma|cn 
error encountered in the analysis was the loss of sulfur by Ihe formation of S(f therefore a sulfur 
standard (0 12 pet Sr was used tor all analyses Ihe chemical composition of the standard is 
43IK) pci CaO. 54 88 pci Al t), and 0 12 pet S A correction factor (1 ,„.i was obtained from 
equation (41) and lisieil in lable I
-- psT 5,,,
(41)
where pet represents the apparent pci S from the analysis of a standard and pet S.,^ represents 
Ihe actual pci S ot the standard I hen the corrected pet sulfur ipci S i or "true' sulfur .ontent 
t'f the slag sample was asquired by equation (42 i
- c (42)
where f.,,, represents an average correction factor 
4.3. Rfsiills and DisciiNsion
The sulfide capacities of CaO-Alt), .slag samples determined by the etiwipsulalion method
28 
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Table 2. Experimental CaO-AlO, , slags used in the eapsules with their measured f\ values



















The possible error to cause that F,„„ is not equal to 1 is mostlv the loss ot sultur b\ the 
formation of SO, That is why we used the standard sample to calibrate each result From Fig 22. 
we can see our experimental data agree with the other experimental data and the prediction data 
very well
One advantage ol the encapsulation method is that many sLig samples can be equilibrated 
with a common gas phase Also, high sultun/mg potentials max be used which develop high 
sultur contents in the sami'les and. thus, enable the use ol small samples
Swelling ot the capsules is a ma|or problem in the encapsulation method because quart/ 
is slightly softened at 177.^K It the pressure within a capsule is much greater than one atm, the 
capsule will swell Swelling max occur when the samples are not tullx dried or when the oxygen 
potential is too high'* ' With considerable dilticulty the encapsulation-equilibration method at 
|77.^K has been developed into an acceptable procedure
In the next three sections, the predicted results of ali the axailable systems are presented
9 
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5. SULFIDE CAPACITIES OF BINARY SILICATE MELTS 
5.1. Calculation of Cs for NajO-SiOj slags
Since the sodium oxide concentrations in the silicates considered here are very dilute, the 
sulfide equilihrium reaction can he written as
Na^O U) ♦ ^ Sj (g) = Na,S (1) • ^ O, (g) (43)
instead oi
NaO^. (J) • i 5; (g) = Nas^ . (1) * ^ (44)
Using equations (16), (21), (24) and (25). the sulfide capacities ot the hm.iry Na O-SiO. 
system at ditferent temperatures were calculated'”' The (iibbs energy ot tormation ot compounds 
for Na.O(l) and Na.Sdi were taken from JANAP Thermochemical Tables'^', and are presented 
in Table 3 at 147.^K, I 523K, 1S73K. I62.^K and l67.fK with the calculated equilibrium constant 
(K^^) ot equation (2)
Table d Gibbs Pnergy ot formation ot Na-S and Na-O and 
Reaction Hquilibrium Constant
147JK I52.3K 157.3K 162.3K I67.3K
A( INa S ( KJ ) -20.S 832 100 .347 ■ 178 .326 IW) 700 ■154 168
ACGo. (KJ) -175 .364 -161 716 ■ 150 072 1,30 147 ■126 784
AG" (Pq. 1) -.30 468 -28 6.31 -28.2.54 ■27.652 ■27..384
Ks. 12 0 .3 0 60 8 68 7 76 7 22
'Hie activity ot Na-O was deduced trom the experimentally measured data ot Goto <7 
al'"' Prom known values ot .in.,o and (\ values were calculated using equation (16) up ti>
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Xskk=0.33 and equation (21) for the composition range of Xs.u^O.33 with the upper range 
extended to the available experimental data for different temperatures The calculated values ot 
and experimental data of Nagashima and Katsura''^', ;is compiled by Turkdogan and other 
experimental data''"-"' at 1473K to I673K are shown in Figures 10 through 14 For the 
composition range of Xshl SO.3.3. using Pelton et al approach''', based upon the limiting case 
of a structural model proposed some years ago"'', we obtain the dashed lines shown in the 
Figs. 10 and 13 for the temperatures of I473K and 1673K. respectively
5.2. Calculation »>f for MO-.SiOj slags
The calculated results for (\ in the binary systems CaO-SiO . .MnO-SiO FeO SiO and 
MgO-.SiO. are presented in this section Most of the thermodynamic d.ita lor the silicates were 
taken from an analysis ot the thermodynamic properties of silicates Most ot the other data
are taken from the J.AN.AF Tables,'"' Barm and Knacke,'"' Mills.' and Pankratz ' ' Ihe
effective Oibbs energv of fusion <'t Ca.S was calculated from the solubility data of .Sharma and 
Richardson,' ' and Sawamura and Imaizumi''" as given in the compilations ot Turkdogan '' ' 
The (iibhs energv of lormation of compt'unds lor MnOtli and .Mn.Sil) data were taken Irom 
standard tables'""' -Since no reliable calculations can be made tor the (iibhs energy ot tiision 
ot MgS, MgS solid IS chosen as the reference state in the present calculations and when data 
become available, it will lead to a shift of our results to somewhat smaller values The (libbv 
energies of all the compounds are given in Table 4 at the two temperatures ot intere.vt The 
equilibrium constants ot the tour binary systems tor equation (2) are listed m Fable 5 
5.2.1.The CaO-SiO, system
The activ ity ot CaO was calculated using the reponed results ot Blander and Pelton 
The.se data were computed from several relerences.'-' ■" I'sing the free energy data trom Table
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Fig. 10. Calculated siilfide capacities in Na,0-Si(): slags 
compared to measured'^points using mod.r.ed Reddy- 
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4, the equilibrium constant. K,.,. for the equation (2) was calculated
Table 4. Gibbs Energy of Formation of Compounds (AG,“) KJ mole
Compound I773K 1923K
CaO(l) -412.367 ■386 941
CaS(l) -334 .*507 -310 .398
FeO(l) -160..<>40 -152.7.54
FeS(l) -,‘59.078 -52 861
MgO(l) -3.3.S.7.S3 -.30*) 0.39
MgS(s) -199 632 -170 992
MnO(l) -244.061 ■235 383
Mn.S(l) -158 067 147 5.36
Table 5 Equilibrium Constants K tor MO-SiO. system (M = Ca, Fe, Mn and Mg)
K 177 3K I923K
K,. 5 08IE 3 8 330F;-3
K,. 1 025E-3 1 934F-3
2 926E-3 4 108F 3
Km. 1 372F.-4 2 431E-4
From the known values of Xv... and a.,,. values were calculated using equation I Ibi 
up to Xs.o = 0 33 and equation (21) in the acidic range ot slags The calculated (\ values, along 
w ith the available experimental data,' ' as compiled bv I urkdogan'' ' are shown in 1 able (i and 
Figures l.'i and 10
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Table 6 Calculated and Exiierlmental Data nt in CaO-SiO, Slags
T=I773K.
X,.^, c. CdExpt) Ret
0,35 2.00E-5 37
0.40 3.66E-4 2 25E-5
0.43 3 67E-5 37
0.47 2 70E-5 21
0.50 1 04E-3 5 36E-5
0.53 I.15E-4 21
0.54 1 33E-4 37
0.57 1 6IE-4 21
0 58 2 33F.-4 37
0.(>0 3 65H-3 2 50E-4
0.70 4 3‘)E-1 4.WE-2
1.00 1 2 OOE-I
T=1023K,
X,.,. 4... C\(Exptl Ret
0 3‘) 1 I2E-4 ■^7
0 40 8 IOE-4 8 16(^5
0 48 1 70H-4
0 40 1 88F-4 27
0..50 2 I6E. 3 1 83E-4
0 53 2 .50E-4 37
0 55 .3 60E-3 3 .30E-4 3 .30E-4 37
0 56 3 76E-4
0 60 7 07E-3 7 OIE-4
0.70 0 43 8 OlE-2
1.00 UK) 4 76E-I
38 
Tahle 6 . Cakulatt!<l an<.l Experiment al Data 11! C 1n Ca -S1O: Slag, 
T=l773K . 
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Fig. 15. Calculated sulfide capacities in CaO-SiO, slags 
compared to measured'^points using modified Reddv- 
Blander model at 1773K.
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Fig. 16. Calculated sulfide capacities in CaO-SiO, slags 
compared to measured""-’^ points using modified Reddy- 















The activities of FeO at 1773K and 1923K were calculated using the reported data ot 
Blander and Pelton.'"' The calculated values of and experimental data ol Ahraham and 
Richardson'”' at I773K are listed in Table 7 and shown in Figure 17 No experimental data are 
available at I923K.
Table 7. Calculated and Experimental Data ot C, in FeO SiO- Slags at T= I773K
X,., c. C\(Hxpt)'"'
0 40 0..366 4.082E-3
0 50 0.408 3 727H-3
0.52 3 8‘)9F 3
0 W) 0 496 4 582F.-3
0.67 0.605 9 919b-3
0.70 0 656 ! 258F-2
0 80 0 847 2.394F-2
0 90 0 94<i 3 503F.-2
1 (K) LOCK) 4 554F. 2
5.2.3.The MnO-SiO, sysuiii
Ihe activities ol MnO were calculated using the reported results ot Lee*”'. 'Ihe calculated 
values at I773K and 1923 K along with the experimental data ot Sharma' ’' and Abraham'"' are 
listed in Table 8 and shown in Figures 18 and 19, respectiveh
4 1 
5.2 .2.T t' Fe0- iO1 sys tem 
The at.:tivi ties of FeO at 1773K and 1 3K were cah:u latt!ll using the re 11n<XI datd ll t 
Bl ander and Pt:l .1""'1 The l.'.ah:u l?.tt:d values of C, and ex perimental dat a t1! Ahraham and 
Ri ch r s n1:c1 at 1773 K are li sted in Tahle 7 and shown in Figurt' 17 N11 ex ..:ri mental dat a ar l' 
ava il ahlt! at 1923K . 
ahk . k t!ll and b a mental t  f ls in Fe -S1 0 : lap at  177.1K 
,."i• a1-r,, ls '_(E l1::i 
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Fig. 17. Calculated sulfide capacities in FeO-SiO, slags 
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Table 8. Calculated and Experimental Data of C\ in MnO-SiO Slants
T=I773K.
Xk*,., ‘‘wmi Cdmodel) CdExpt)'-''
0,40 0.0486 1.270E-3
0.48 I.540E-3
0.50 0.0852 I.830E-3 2 113E-3
0.51 1 778H-3
0 52 1 039E-3
0.53 2 .WE-3
0.53 2 175E-3
0 56 2 985E-3
0 56 3 I62E-3
0 57 3 ,59SH-3
0 5d 3 750E-3
0 60 0 178d 4 550E 3
0 64 7 7I8E-3
0 70 0 3972 1 790K-2 1 91 lE-2
0.74 3 162E-2
0 08 0 6737 4 490E 2
03)0 0 8717 7 020H-2
1 ()0 1 0000 1 080h-l
T= ld;3K
V
Mni 1 (\( model) CdExpt )'■ '
0 40 0 0690 2 580E-3
0 44 2 206E-3
4 ] 
Tahlt: 8. ak l tt:J aml Ex t!ri t!ntal Data llt C, 1n :'vln -SiO . SIJp 
= 1 73K . 
xMn .. a..., , ( mllJd ) ( xpt( 7 
0 .40 0 .0486 l -3 
0.48 I .540F. -J 
.50 .085  I .8J0E -3 . IIJ -3 
.51 I 7 1-: -J 
.  I 9J -J 
 SJ  .\041::: -.1 
 5  . -3 
.   -J 
.   162 -3 
  5981-: ·.1 
 9 J F -1 
 6{) 9 .'i F -.\ 
OM  1 XE -.\ 
   _'\1)  I tJ E  I tJ I I -2 
  _I lt, F  
   _'\  F  
0 <)0  .6201-:  
.0  I  I 801-: -1 
 192.1  
x\tnt I ij\tn l I C, ,,dcl l '_( t l1:: i 
0 0 0 0  .'i _\ 







0,50 0.1167 3 570E-3 2 985E-3
0.50 3 350E-3
0 50 3 20SE-3
0 52 3 .398E-3
0 54 3 569E-3
0.54 3 924E-3
0.54 4 467E-3
0 55 3 758E-3
0 55 4 532E 3
0 60 0 224S 7 g7oh-3
0 6.^ I 20<iE-2
0 62 1 059E-2
0 (i6 2 207H-2
0 67 2 4.55E-2
0 70 0 4.L^5 2 7O0E-2
0 so 7 943E-2
0 SO 0 6S.L5 6 490i: 2
0.‘K) 0 S7,^0 I WOH l _____________
LOO I I 5.30E1 1
44 
0.47 2.094E-2 
0.47 2.585E -J 
0.47 2.90 I E-J 
0 .48 2.JJ7E-J 
0 .48 2.985E -J 
0.49 2.5l -J 
.50 . 167 J. 0 -J . -J 
.50 J 1:: -J 
.  ., 8 -J 
  .1 J9 -.1 
.  J -., 
.  J 1:: -J 
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Fig.18. Calculated su lfide capacities in MnO-SiO: slags 
compared to measured1271 points using modified Reddy-Blander 
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Fig.l9. Calculated sulfide capacities in MnO-SiO: slags 
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5.2.4.The MgO-SiOi system
The activities of MgO at I773K and 1923K were calculated using the values deduced in 
the analyses of Pelton and Blander The calculated values, along with the experimental data 
of Sharma and Richardson'”' at 1923 K. are listed in Table 9 and shown in Fig 20
Table 9, Calculated and Experimental Data of C\ m MgO-SiO; Slags at T- I923K
Xm.. 1 Cs(model) CdExpti'”'
0 385 () 31H-5
0 395 0 88E 5




0 488 9 44E-5
0 5(X) 2 90F.-2 6 24F S 8 05E-5
0 525 1 (X)E-4
0 WX) 0 16F.-2 1 7 IE-4
0 7tX) 2 52E-I 1 24E-3
0 800 5 17H-1 3 9gE-3
0 9(X3 8 45E-1 9 ‘)1E 3
1 000 1 (X) 1 41E-2
4 7 
5.2 .4.The ~O-Si02 system 
The aL:tivitie., uf gO at 1 73K and 19 :I K were ..:akul ateJ using the va lu e;. JeJ ..:eJ 1n 
the analyse.<; ,,f Peltun anu Blanuer 1" 1 Th .: ..:aku lateu valu ;. . alnng with the l·xreri <:'.n!JI JJt .1 
uf Shar a anu Ri i.: harusun1' 1 at 1923 K. are listeu 1n Tank 9 anu ;.huwn 1n Fig 20 
ahle 9 . akulateJ a u Exr i tal ata nf s in - i : l ;. at = 192.1K 
x ..... . a\,t,.. l nu l J ("_( F:xrtJi:-1 
 .185 (, .1 I E-5 
 .1  (, XXE -  
  I E-2  -5 
.4.18  E -  
.  _ E -  
.  2[  
.   1::-  
 00  9   6 241 ·-'i X ML -  
 ~  I ()()1:: -  
 600 6  I 11:  
U 00 .'i I I 1-: .1 
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Fi2 20. Calculated sulfidf capacities in
compared to measured'*^ points using modified Reddy-BIander 
model at 1923K.
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6. SULFIDE CAPACITIES OF BINARY ACUMINATE MELTS
The calculated results for in the binary CaO-AIO, s and MnO-AIO,, systems are 
presented in this section. The Gibbs energy ot compounds tor CaO, CaS. MnO and MnS are 
listed in Table 4 and the calculated equilibrium constant K, , and of equation (2) in Table .S 
at 1773K and 1923K. Using linear approach between 1773K and l‘)23K. we get the Gibbs 
energy of compounds for CaO and CaS at 1873K.
6.1.Calculation of C^ for CaO-AIO,, melts
The activity of CaO was calculated using the reported data of Blander and Belton'"' tor 
CaO-AIO,. system. Using the Gibbs energy data from Table 4. the equilibrium constant. K, 
for the equatioin (2) was calculated Prom the known values of K,, and a,,,„ t\ values were 
calculated using equation (l(i) up to .\m" = 0 33 and equations (2 11. |24| and (2.3| in the asidu
range of slags
nie calculated t\ values at I773K. 1873K and 1423K, along with the available 
experimental data of Carter' ". Kor and Richardson' -". Sharma and Richardson'“' .ind 
experimental data from section 4 at l77.fK. Hino'"' and I iirkdogan'''' at 1S73K. Pincham' . 
Hino'"' and Turkdogan'''' at l‘)23K are listed in Table It) and shown in Pigures 2 I, 22 and 23. 
respectively Here, the experimental data were converted trom weight percentage or mole 
fraction in MO-AI-O, system to mole fraction m MO AlO . system
4 9 
L  
l'.ak  C~ h I , c.l - IO , ~ ~ c
S l'. . hh f ..: nc.l f . c.l c
h nc.l l'. kulatec.l i h ..:on  . c.l K,1n t! 1 P t ) h 5 
c.l . u ..: h c.l 19 . .: hh,
..:o nc.l  c.l . 
s u elt!> 
n ,L\ h: c.l t! nn c.l c.lat .,f Hlanda ;111d l'elt, , 1...., 1 ,,
- IO , , , . l b hh c.l hk . h rn ..:11n, :1 , ,· 
k c.l ,  16 ) r n \ " .n .: :t 1<1n, ~  J. t::' 1 .111d t ~) J 1 · .1c: 1 1c 
Th ,·,1k C, l , .t 1 . ."\ ;i 9::' ."\ , n ,1 ;11 .ihk
i t :t nl :irta1-': 1 (>!" :t : ,n 1:"1• ;i ,t 1 ,· nb 1' "1 
aperi l J :t r,1111 ,..:..: 1"  1 ."\ . 111, 1' 1 ,i c.l Turkdoi,:,1111" 1 .t IX ."\ . F ,i 1111·  
 1m i1''1 11J :r 1"'1 ,t I 9::' .1  t.: I "tc· 1 :ihk O .i J , ., 111 hg ,·,  .   .i  ·' · 
Table 10 Calculated and Experimental Data of in CaO-AlO,. Slags 
T= 1773K. CaO-AlO,, system
X..,„ Cs( model) C\(Expt) Ref
0.397 4.52E-4 21
0.397 6 45E 4 present work
0.397 4.29E-f present work
0.397 2..30E-3 present work
0..397 7.20E-3 present work
0 400 1.43E-2 9 67E-4
0 407 5 32E-4 21
0.410 3 I6E-4 50
0.410 5 19E-4 50
0 427 7 (iOE-4 21
0.427 7 4IE-4 present work
0.427 6 87E-4 present work
0.427 4 16E-f present work
0 427 6 43E-4 present work
0 434 1 .WE 3 21
0 43S 1 35E;-3 . 21
0 458 1 47E-3 21
0 458 7 89E-4 present work
0 458 6 26E-4 present work
0 458 8 53E-4 present work
0 458 6 02E-4 present work
0 476 1 83E 3 21
0.480 2 61E-3 21
0.500 1.4E-1 7.82E-3 1.89E-3 50
50 
Tahle I 0 . Cakulat <l and Ex perimental Data pf C, in Ca - I , Sl ap
T= 17 3 . Ca - I , systt!m 
x, .• o a. -... , Cs( rnk ) C, (Expt) Rd 
0 .397 4 .52E-4 21 
0 .397 6.45E-4 pro::_,ent ork 
1--
0 .397 4.2 4 prt:-,ent o rk 
0 .397 2 . .10 -3 presc:nt ork 
.  .20 -3 prt!!-ent "", irk 
 I .1 -2 .  
.  'U -4 ~, 
.4  3. 16 -  50 
 5 lll  50 
  60F -  21 
.   1 E-  prt!.,.:nt "", irk 
.   -  prt!!-t!nt o rk 
4   6E-4 pre!-c:nt "" 1 irk 
.  11 J -  prt:!-c'nt "" 11 rJ.. 
 5  I .NF 1 21 
 5 8 I .1 1: 1 ~, 
.  I J 2 1 
.  . -  r t:~t' t W l ir  
4   F -  prc:~c:nt ,~ <1r J.. 
.45  8 5J -  prt:!-t' nt " ,irk 
0 .45  {1 02E -  pri.:~i.:nt 1 ,rJ.. 
0 476 I 8.1 -J 21 
0 . 0 2 61 -J 21 




0.550 3.51 E-3 50
0.560 5.I8E-3 21
0.570 1 75E-3 24
0.600 5.81E-I 3.17E-2 21
0.700 6.85E-1 8.I6E-2 21
0.800 7 83E-I I.30E-I 21
1 000 1 00 2 90E-1 21
T= 1823K CaO-AIO,. system
X, a..,, (\(model) C\(Expn Ret
0 35 3 .36H-4 55
0..35 4.97E-4 55
0.35 4 05E-4 5(1
0.40 1 75E-2 1 66E-3
0.42 1 23E 3 SS
0 42 1 61 E-3 55
0 46 2 19E-3 . 55
0 50 1 49E-1 1 17E 2
0 51 4 3)7E-3 55
0 57 8 84h-3 55
0 57 1 OOE-2 5(1
0 60 0 57 4 ,?9E-2
0 70 0 68 1 14E-I
0 80 0 78 1 95E-1
1 1 4.07E1
51 
0 .520 3.25[-3 21 
0.526 3.08[-3 21 
0 .538 3 98[-3 21 
0 .550 3.51 E-3 50 
0 .560 5. 18[-3 21 
0 .570 I 7 F.- .1 24 
0 .600 .8  E-J .U 7 -2 21 
0.700 .85E-I . 16[-2 21 
.800 .  1 9[  21 
.  .  . -1 21 
 = .1  I ,, ~ ~tl!  
, ,,, l J' I C,(modd J c_n::: t l t'I 
0 .15  36E -  55 
.    55 
 . .'\  . -  St, 
  I : I -.1 
 : I : ,\ r. \ 55 
 : I t, IL .\ 55 
0 4(i .., F .1 55 -
  % 1 I 7F  
 51  ') [  55 
 5   841--_ _1 55 -
0 57 I <.lE -  5(i 
0 60 0 5  4 WE -: 
0 70 0 68 I 141::. - 1 
0.80 0 78 I 951::  




0.550 3.51 E-3 50
0.560 5.I8E-3 21
0.570 1 75E-3 24
0.600 5.81E-I 3.17E-2 21
0.700 6.85E-1 8.I6E-2 21
0.800 7 83E-I I.30E-I 21
1 000 1 00 2 90E-1 21
T= 1823K CaO-AIO,. system
X, a..,, (\(model) C\(Expn Ret
0 35 3 .36H-4 55
0..35 4.97E-4 55
0.35 4 05E-4 5(1
0.40 1 75E-2 1 66E-3
0.42 1 23E 3 SS
0 42 1 61 E-3 55
0 46 2 19E-3 . 55
0 50 1 49E-1 1 17E 2
0 51 4 3)7E-3 55
0 57 8 84h-3 55
0 57 1 OOE-2 5(1
0 60 0 57 4 ,?9E-2
0 70 0 68 1 14E-I
0 80 0 78 1 95E-1
1 1 4.07E1
51 
0 .520 3.25[-3 21 
0.526 3.08[-3 21 
0 .538 3 98[-3 21 
0 .550 3.51 E-3 50 
0 .560 5. 18[-3 21 
0 .570 I 7 F.- .1 24 
0 .600 .8  E-J .U 7 -2 21 
0.700 .85E-I . 16[-2 21 
.800 .  1 9[  21 
.  .  . -1 21 
 = .1  I ,, ~ ~tl!  
, ,,, l J' I C,(modd J c_n::: t l t'I 
0 .15  36E -  55 
.    55 
 . .'\  . -  St, 
  I : I -.1 
 : I : ,\ r. \ 55 
 : I t, IL .\ 55 
0 4(i .., F .1 55 -
  % 1 I 7F  
 51  ') [  55 
 5   841--_ _1 55 -
0 57 I <.lE -  5(i 
0 60 0 5  4 WE -: 
0 70 0 68 I 141::. - 1 
0.80 0 78 I 951::  
I I 4.07E -I 
T= 1923K. CaO-AlO,, system
Cs(model) Cs(Expt)
0.33 8.95E-3 l.lOE-3 9.60E-4
0.39 I.70E-2 1 90E-3 2 IOE-3
0.42 1 ME-3
0.48












7 82E-1 4 75E-I
6.2.Calculation of C\ for Mn()-AIO, ^ melts
Iliere is no aciiviiv data available at I773K tm this svstem The aeliviiies ot MnO at 
1923K were ealeulated usint: the reported data ot Sharma and Riehardson'"' The eakiilaied t\ 
values, alontt with the available experimental data' ”', are listed in Table I I and shown in Figure 
24 The reported experimental sulfide eapaeilies above 0 7 are probablv in error'''
52 
= 1 K. a I , , ~ystt:m 
x, .... , a. -... , s t:I) s(Expt ) Rd 
0 .33 8.95E-3 1. IOE-J 9 .60E-4 7 
0 .39 l.70E-2 I .90E-3 2 I -_, 7 
.42 I .54E-J 55 
.48 .64 -J 55 
.50 1.54E- l I . -2 . -J 7 
.54 . - .1  
.5  I ., -2 .'i.'i 
.  I -ff ~ 'ib 
.   - 1 . IO ~ 
 RO b . % -1 .,O - I 
1.00 ~F. - I 1:: 1 
. r l r , !\1110-r\l ., nwlt~ 
Th 1, 111 1 :tl\ ' l l \ J.1 ;1 J\.til.th  ,ti l J  1,11 1, , \,t,111 I'll , .tdl\ 1t1c·, 11 ! '-111 () .11 
i9 J ~ c· , c:tku  ,: g .: q111 .:  t ,1 ,, h.tr111.1 .111  1 c: ard,,1n1· 1 e· c.1 u .11l'  l ·, 
\,til <'.~. l11 g it  t' .t\·,11 hk npc:nrn.:nt:.il J,tt.t1 ·1 • • t , 11, .:  111 T.thk 11 .m  ,h ,,  111 · 
Fig.21. Calculated sulfide capacities in CaO-AIO,, slags 
compared to measured'’'”'^ '®'” points using modified Reddy- 
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Fig.22. Calculated suinde capacitie,s in CaO-AK),. slags 
compared to measured'^'"'*' points using modified Reddy- 
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Fig.23. Calculated suinde capacities in CaO-AIO, 5 slags 
compared to measured^"'^''''*^ points using modified Reddy- 
Blander model at 1923K.
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Table 11. Calculated and Experimental Data ot Cs in MnO-AIO. ^ Slags at T- W23K









0.67 0.733 7 40E-2
0 70 6 1 IE-2
0 70 7 71E-2
0.74 5 18E 2
0 80 4 16E 2
0 82 3 88E 2
0 82 0 871 1 24E1
0 84 4 16E-2
0 84 5 70E-2
0 01 2 24E-2
0 02 l,15h-2
1 (.K) 1 000 1 85E-I
6 
Tahk 11 . CakulattXI anLI Expc:rim c: ntal Data of C 1n MnO-AIO, , Slag~ at T = IQ2JK 
XMn" a'-tn4 1 C's( moLlc:I ) C,( t f -1 
0.48 1.58E-2 
0 .52 0.438 2.59E-2 
0.54 0.508 3.33E-2 
0.55 2 68[-2 
0 .  3 58 -2 
.6   -2 
.63 'i I Xf: -2 
.6   971::: -2 
.6  o.nJ  . 9  
.  t, 11 E-2 
()70  1 -2 
U  'i 18 -2 
0 8()  I ! :  
  _, F -  
  .  I -ff - I 
   I til : -  
  .s 70 r -  
0 ')I  4! -  
U.92 I I 'i f: -  
I 00 I 000 I 8.'iE -1 
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Fig.24. Calcu lated sulfide capacities in \fo0-Al0 1 , slags 
co a e t rn asured1271 points using modified dy-Rlandt:>  
 
 
7. SULFIDE CAPACITIES OF TERNARY SILICATE MELTS
The calculated results tor Cs in the ternary systems FeO-CaO-SiO;. MnO-MgO-SiO . 
MgO-CaO-SiO; and MnO-CaO-SiO; are presented in this section The predicted C, values tor 
the binary FeO-SiO,, CaO-SiO,, MnO-SiO;. MgO-SiO; melts are used to calculate the C\ values 
for the ternary system.
7.1. Calculation of C^ for FeO-CaO-SiOj system.
From calculated values of t\,„, and (reter ti> Section .S). (\ values tor lernars
FeO-CaO-SiO- svstem were calculated using equatiim i.^8) at Xs..> = 0 45.^ and I = 177.^K Hie 
calculated values of (\ and experimental data of Bronson and St Pierre''"' are compared in Table 
12 and the relationship between C\ tor the ternary melts and the cation tractions is shown in 
Figure 25
Fable 12. Calculated and Experimental Data ot (\ in l et)CaO-SiO Slags at I = 177tK
X.,. x^„, Xs., (\(model 1 (’..(Expt)''’'
0..507 0 040 0.45.? 1.420E-4 1 445 E-4
0.460 0 078 0 45.? 1 810F-4 1 ,51?5H-4
0 4(r0 0 078 0 45.? 1 810F-4 1 6‘)5E-4
0 4.t2 0 115 0 45 ? 2 ?15F; 4 ? 020E-4
0 4.^2 0 115 0 45 ? 2 .?I5F. 4 2 6‘)2E-4
0 .V)7 0 1.50 0 45.? 2 ‘WE 4 2 l.?8E-4
0 .W7 0 150 0 45 ? 2 ‘WE-4 2 754E-4
The predicted (\ as a tunction ol composition in the Fe()-( aO-SiO ternarv slags is 
presented m Fig 26 tor T= I775K
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7. S LFI  P CITIES F TE Y SILI  1ELTS 
The 1:akul t:<l re., ults for Cs in the ternary sr ms Fe0-Ca0- iO; . n0- g0-S,0 . 
g0-Ca0-Si0, and n0- a0- i0, are r senteJ i  thi s . ection . he preJ :teJ v lue, t,,r 
the hinary Fe0 i0> a0 i0> n0- i0, . g0-Si0, d ~ are ust:<l tll cak l te th  , \'alue, 
f  t e ternary s ste . 
. I. k  r ~ for e0 0 i 2 t:' . 
ni  ..:ak ,1t c:J \' ~ 11t C , •" C, 1 , ,, tc  ti' c: t111n :'i I. C, \ ,ilue, t11r t . tr~ 
1-'e0-Ca0- ,0: ,yq  ..:ak lat<XI "  4 t11,n 1J ,tt , ..  .1 T   _1 Tht· 
..:ak J lue,.,, C, aperi e  .,  n• ~ll 1err,F ·1 ll r rt·J 1  .thk 
111n,hir h.:t , ft1 t , .: 1ll r ..: 111n., ,, , t1\1. 1n
ri r   
T hk I  k <!<l ;111d hperiment 111 C, 1  ·d  Ca0- ,  I.ti;~ .t  ·r -:'i  
1..,i, ~ .. . , ,4 1 C,(m.,dei i C,d: \pt )1' 'I 
   ., . -  I F -  
. 9 .  . 3 I 9F.  I 5'8:'iE-4 
 61) .   3 I K 91::  I 9 [ -  
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he rreJ1.:ted C, .1~ J tun..:tH1  "' c11 r""t111n 1  the 0-C 0- ·,o. t r .t , ,l ,,, 
pr ,ent tl 111 I-lg 26 ftir  1 7 .'\  
Kig.25. Sulfide capiicitios comparLson of model and 
experimental data''"' for FeO-CaO-SiO; slags at Xsi.v = 0.453 
and T=1773K.
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Kig.26. Siiinde capacities predictions for heO-C aO-SiO; slags 
at 1773K.
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7.2. Calculation of Cs for MsO-CaOSiOj system.
From calculated values of and (refer to Section 5). values for ternary
MgO-CaO-SiO; system were calculated using equation (38) at Xsh> = 0 4.S25 with T= I773K and 
Xs-L = 0 5 with T= I923K. The calculated values of at T = I773K and experimental data of 
Bronson and St.Pierrei'at T=I776K are compared in Table 13 and Figure 27, while the 
calculated values of and experimental data of Abraham, Davis and Richardson'"' at T= I923K 
are compared in Table 14 and Figure 28.
Table 13. Calculated and experimental Data of C\ in MgOCaO-SiO- Slags at T- 1773Kiwith
experiment data at I770K)
X,., ^St|(i 1 Xs... C\|modell (.\(Expt )''■'
0.511 0 0.36 0 4525 1 05F-4 1 26E-4
0 512 0 035 0.4525 1.05E-4 1 20e-4
0 475 0 072 0 4525 1 ooe-4 1 12E-4
0 441 0 10(1 0 4525 9 57E-5 1 09E-4
0 4.39 0 108 0 4525 9 .54E-5 1 05 e-4
0 408 0 139 0 4525 9 I3E-5 1 LX)E-4
Tablet) 14 Calcul.tted and experimental Data of (\ in MgO-CaO-SiO slags a( 1 - T>23K
■X,... X.,. Xs... C\( model I (\(Expt)'’-'
0 0 .soo 0 5 8.53E-5 6 9SE-5
0 125 0 375 0 5 1 03E-4 8 62 e-5
0.2.50 0 250 0.5 1 25E-4 1 l5E-4
0 375 0 125 0 5 1.5 IE-4 1 60E-4
0 420 0.080 0.5 I.62F.-4 1 77E-4
0 .500 0 0.5 1.83E-4 2 I3E-4
6 1 
7 .2. Calcu lation or Cs for J!O-CaO-Si0 2 system. 
g -CaO-SiO~ syste  wt!re cak lated using equation (38) at X,., = 0 45 5 w11h T = 1 7.IK and 
X.s..-, = 0 .5 ith = 19D . The calculated valu e.~ 1if C  T  177.IK and exr i ntal data o t 
ronson an  S . ier e''TJ at  = 1 76K are c rare<l in ahle U an  Figure :. . hile thl' 
calculated values fC, an  exr tal dat  of hr . ~ a  R1 ~ 1::, at = 19:.J  
are r  in hlt'   i rt' . 
hl  1. tk lat~ Exrt>ri t 1I t  t  111 -CaO-S,O I.ii, .11 =  .1 t \\.1th 
t'Xflt'ri e 17 (, J 
t .,,, X,,~, ,, .. , (  l Ct Exp1 1n 
.5  . 1  .  I [-  I 201::.--4 
 :i 1  . .1   . [ -  I 201::A 
  .  :i  I OOF. -  I 12E-4 
. 1 . I()  . :i  :i  I Qtl -4 
 .VI .  :i  I) 541:  I 051::. -4 
.  . .1  .45:.:i U -:i I 001-: -4 
X, •" x" .. '' , ,, 1 , n11 , ) C,t t l' ::, 
 .500 0 :i 8 5."\1' -:i 6 Q5[ :i 
ll I 2  ll 1  0 5 I 0.H: -4 8 n E -  
0 .:.50 0 250 U  I 5 -  I l:il::-4 
o .. n5 0 125 ) I .'ilE-  I 601:: -4 
0 420 0 .080 0 .'i I -4 I 77 E--4 





--------- Model for T = 1773K







Fig.27. Sulfide capacities comparison of model and 
experimental data"^ for MgO-CaO-SiO, slags at Xs..v-= 0.4525 
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Fig.28. Suindc capacities comparison of model and 
experimental data'"' for MgO-CaO-SiO, slags at Xsio, = 0.5 and 
T=1923K
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Fig.JO . S ulfide capaci ti es prC'dictions for ;\1g0-Ca0-Si0, s lags 
at 1923K. - -
6 
The predicted C\ as a function of composition in the MnO-MgO-SiO ternary slags is 
presented in Figs. 29 and 30 tor 1773K and 1923K
7.3. Calculation of for MnO-MgO-SiOj system.
From calculated values of and (refer to Section 5). C, values for ternary
MnO-MgO-SiO; system were calculated using equation (38) at Xs,.. = 0 4 and 0 .S and 
T= 1923K The calculated values of C\ and experimental data of Sharma and Richardson' '■ .tre 
compared in Table 15 and Figure 31
Table 15 Calculated and Experimental Data of in MnO-MgO-SiO. slags at T= 1923K
X«,, Xs,n C\( model i (\(Expt)'-''
0 f>00 0 0 40 2 28E-4 2 13F-4
0 489 0 111 0 40 5 24E 4 4 85F.-4
0 410 0 190 0 40 9 48E-4 7 69F.-4
0.330 0 270 0 40 1 73E-3 1 85E-3
0 276 0 324 0 40 2 .59E-3 2 65E-3
0 094 0 5(Mi 0 40 1 OIE-2 6 31F 3
0 .500 0 0 50 8 55F.-5 1 2'5E-4
0 459 0 042 0 .50 1 I8F4 1 57F-4
0 327 0 173 0 50 3 32E-4 3 9E-4
0 3.39 0 161 0.50 3 02 F-4 4 03E-4
0.249 0 251 0 .50 6.I2E-4 6 56E-4
0.125 0 375 0 50 1 62E-3 1 79E-3
0 0.30 0 470 0 50 3 41E-3 2 73E-3
0 0 5tK) 0 50 4 31H-3 3 54E-3
6n 
The predicted C, as a function of co position in the .\.1n O-MgO-S1O. ta ar\ ,lap 1, 
prt!.~ented in rig, . 29 am.I JO f11r I 77J  and 192J  
7.3. alculation or Cs fo  nO- gO-Si i s ste . 
Fro  cak late  values of C,_...,,,. and C, '-'r' (refer t11 S ..:tion 5). , alues l11r ta an 
n - gO-S i _. s s te  ere ..:a k ate  us ng e4 i1>n U ) at \ - ,  0 4 a  O  ,i  
 . he cak lated alues pf , am.I e i ent al J a f a ,i  R1 chard,P 1-' ' .,re 
-.:, 1111pared in ahk   igure JI 
h e at  f) p  C i g - : , ap = Ll2  
X,1~,1 X,1n•1 x, .. 1 , t l C,(Ex pt it" ''1 
.6  ()   281:: -  I .1E -4 -
.    S -  4 85E-4 
.    q 1::  7 69E -4 
 JJ  .  .  I 1.I .1 I 85 -J 
    59 J 2 651:: -J 
.  06  I 01   .1 I  i 
 soo    X S.'iE  I '51: -  
0 4:'i l)    .'iO I 1 1: -  I 57 -4 
 .12   1 .l  .. 'i  J T -  .1 <) -  
 JJC) . 161  .1 E -  4 0J -4 
 . S I 0 so 6. 1 -  6 56 -4 
0.  0 .1 S 0 .50 1.62 .1 I 79 -J 
ln0 0 470 0 so .UIE .1 2 7.H:- .1 
0 0 500 0 50 4 Ii E-.1 .I :j .ff .. \ 
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Fie M Suindc capacities comparison of model and 
IHTimental data'^^for MnO-MgO-SiO: slags at \s... -0.4 and 









fig.31. lfi e ac1t1c n ~ti 11
experi en  12"1 1\1n0-Mg0- i0    ,; ,= II.~
s,u,  1923 . 
 
7.4. Calculation of for MnO-CaO-SiOj system.
From calculated values of t'sc...p (refer to Section 5). C\ \alues tor ternarc
MnO-CaO-SiO; system were calculated using equation (38) for Xs-. = 0 5 at I = I773K and 
T=1923K. The calculated values of and experimental data ot Ahraham, Davis and 
Richardson'"' are compared in Table 16 and Figure 32.
Table 16. Calculated and F.xperimental Data of (\ in MnO-CaC^-SiO- slags at T= I923K
X,., x„„„ Xs,.. (\(mudel) (\(bxpt)'"'
0.500 0 0 500 1 83F-4 2 15E-4
0.375 0.125 0 500 3 85F-4 4,47b-4
0 300 0 200 0..500 6.0IE-4 7 64b-4
0 300 0 2(K) 0 500 6 OlE-4 7 94 b-4
0 275 0 225 0 5(K) 6 97b-4 1 04b-3
0 250 0 250 0 5(X) 8 0KF-4 1 (X)b-3
0 250 0 250 0 5CX) 8 08 H-4 1 12b-3
0.220 0 280 0.500 9 66F-4 1 ()8H-3
0.180 0 320 0 5CX) 1 23b-3 1 lb-3
0 150 0.350 0 500 1 46K 3 1 53b-3
00^)0 0 410 0 5(X) 2 (Wb-.f 1 7 IF 3
0 0 5(K) 0 5(X) 3 57b 3 2 93b 3
The predicted (\ as a tunclion of composition in the MnO-CaO SiO ternary slags is 
presented in Figs 33 and 34 for 1773K and 1923K
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7.4. Calculation of Cs for n -Ca -SiOi syslt'm. 
Fni  cak lat !-ll values llf C,.,'"" amJ C""' ' (refer Ill Sed1lln 5). , va lue~ tor tcrnar~ 
n - a -Si : syste  erc cakul t!-ll usi ng equation (38) ll•r , ,. = 0 5 at T  I 77J K ,mJ 
= 1923K. The cakulatcd v t!S of C, an  cxperi cntal data lll hraha . a\'I~ .1nJ 
R 1::1 are c ared in ahlc 1  and i re 3  
hl  . al t !-ll n E i ent t  ut C, i  -CaO 10 : ~l.i , J = 19 .1K 
 . .. 1. \,tnlt ,, .. C,( mlldd J C,(Ex pt )1:·'1 
.5   ..  I !UE-   -  
 . .175 . 125   .1 . . -   1:: -  
    . I -   [ -  
 JOO 00 .  .01 -   F. -  
.   00 71::  I E-J 
   00  O E  I OOE -J 
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r ~ t e<.l i  ig~ .U ;md _q tm I 77 J  .i  92 .,  
XMnO
Fig.32. Sulfide capacities coinparLson of model and 
experimental data'"’ for MnO-CaO-SiO. slags at Xsin, = 0.? and 
T=1923K
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8.1. Binary Silicate System
8.1.1. Binary NujO-SiOj System
It is very interesting to note that the effect of temperature on sulfide capacity is not very 
large, hut the effect of composition on sulfide capacity is very large'"' For instance, when 
increa.ses from 0.4 to 0,6 at 1623K. the value increa.sed from 5 68x 10 ' to 4 lOx 10 ' This 
can be explained by considering two independent factors. and aNM'. changes only a little
with the temperature change However. aN*,o has a significant change with change in 
composition. The differences of the activity of Na.-O predominately control the sulfide capacities, 
especially at low concentrations ot NaX) in Na.O-SiO melts ,At higher concentrations. a.s the 
activity of Na.O is approaching 1, the equilibrium constant. Ks,, governs the sulfide capacities 
change. It can also be seen bv a comparison in Table 17 with other binary systems, which were 
obtained from our previous publications Compared with other binary systems, the sulfide 
capacities ot Sa ()-.Si(). solutions decrease very significantly because ot the very large decrc.cse 
in the activities ot Na-O with an decrea.se in the basic oxide concentration
It IS also shown that compared with Felton cl al approach, our calculated C ^ values 
using equation (21) are in excellent agreement with the experimental data
From the results, it can be concluded that the Na-O-SiO- slags have a large sulfide 
capacity and will remove sulfur from hot metal effectively The sulfide capacities ot the Na O 
SiO. slags are directly related to two independent quantities the equilibrium constant Ks, and the 
activitv ot Na t)
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8.1.2. Binary MO-SiOj System
For CaO SiO system, it can he seen from the figures that .it a given temper.iture the 
sulfide capacity incre<Lses strongly with an increase in the basicity ot the melt fins is, ot couise. 
largely related to the large increase in the activity ot Cat) For a given composition, sulfide 
capacity also increases with an increase in temperature These findings are in .igreement w ith the 
observations made by Richardson''*' based on the change ot ( ^ ssith anion complexes
For FeO-SiO. system, by contncst with the CaO-SiO. system, the incre.ise in sulfide
7J 
Tahle 17 . Sulfid e Car .~ of Several Binary Sili..:ate elt., 
System T empcrature Basic Ox itk (mole ) 
(Kl 100 50 S0(exrt l 
a -Si ) 4.76xl0 ' I 8.hl0 ' 2.01 X 10' 
nO-SiO, 1923 1.85x 10 ' 4 .J Ix 10 ' J J5x IO 1 
c - i , 8 .61x 10 : 7.52xl0 ' - -
MgO-SiO: I .41x 10 : 6 .0Qxl0 ' 86Sxl0 ' 
CaO-SiO: 2.90x 10 : 5 .16x 10 ' 7 80·d0 ' 
MnO-SiO: J .J2X 10 I 2.24x 10 ' 2 I hl0 ' 
Ft'O-SiO . 17n 4 .5Sxl0 : J7 _hl0 ' ., 89xl0 1 
('ii 67m11k % l 
MgO-SiO: 7. 76x 10 ' 4 QJ X )0 ' - -
147J 62 1 4.4S x 10 ' ., 7'ix IO ' 
152 .1 495 S.65x IO ' 2 OOxl0 ' 
Na:O-SiO . I 57J 44 8 8 I 2x 10 ' I 7{:n 10 ' 
I (1:? .1 40 1 I I 2x 10 ' .1 lJXx 10 ' 
167.1 \ n I S'ix 10 1 - -
IL . . Ri  !\10- i<\ ~·~tt·  
capacities with an increase in basicity is much smaller in this system, which largely reflects the 
relatively smaller change in a^^, in going from acidic to basic solutions
For MnO-SiO: system, at a given temperature, the sulfide capacity increa.ses with an 
increa.se in the concentration of MnO. For a given composition, the sulfide capacity also increa.ses 
with an increa.se in temperature. Compared with other binary silicate system, the sulfide 
capacities of MnO-SiO, are higher than those of CaO-SiO, and MgO-SiO: and lower than those 
in the FeO-SiO. system for a composition of Xskl > 0 .1.^. However, the sulfide capacities of 
hypothetical pure molten MnO are higher than those of FeO and MgO (for the reference state ot 
the MgS solid! and lower than that of CaO The results are summarized in Table 17 With the 
addition of .SiO. . the sulfide capacity ot MnO-.SiO- decrea.ses significantly ITiis. ot course, is 
largely due to the significant decrease in the activity ot MnO
In consideration of the above discu.ssion. it is clear that sulfide capacities ot sl.igs are 
directly proportional (i) to the equilibrium constant K„. which is related to the ditlerences in the 
Gibbs energies of formation ot MO and M.S. and In) to values ot a„,,. which are related to the 
solution properties From the analysis presented here, it can be cimcluded that the vari.ition ot 
these two independent properties cannot be correlated by a single parameter such .is b.isicity but 
needs to be predicted in a more tundamental manner using known thermodynahiic data on the 
properties of the pure oxides, sultides. and solutions 
8.2. Binary Aliiminiite System
A comparison ot the sulfide capacities ot aluminate and silic.ite melts is presented in 
Table IX'"''
7 4 
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Table 18. Comparison of the Sulfide Capacitief. of Binary Silieate and Aluminatc Melts
System Temperature
(K)
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OM195,19 yllg inrAfyAS e ngvfyAS 2 70x10' 
(46 64 mole‘’r)
1923 4 76x10' 1,83x10' 1 88x10'
MnO-AIO, > 1773
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As can he seen trmn l ij;s 21. 22 and 23, (he calcul.itLd (\ values .ire in very youd 
agreement with (he experimental data .At T = 1773K. the predicted (\ values are hij;her than 
mi.st of the measured ones for example, at X,,,, = 0 5. predicted value is I 8'tiines higher than 
the measured one This may he due to the uncertainty in AG" tor ei|uation (2)*'' and or the 
reported experimental data' ' -'''’' For a given composition, sulfide capacity increases with an 
increase in temperature, hut the ettect of the temperature on sultide capacity is not very large
It IS also shown m fable 18 that compared witii CaO-SiO melts. C aO-.AIO , melts have 
higher sulfide capacities nierelore, aluminum melts may aid desulfuri/ation ol hot metal more 
etfectively than silicate melts
7 
ahle 1 . u rari son of t : S llitl c: ar ai.: it it! , of i ary S 11i.:a1c: and lu ,nate c:It, 
ic i d : (rm•k  ) 
yste  e reraturc: akul at~ Ex rt 
( J 100 50 50 
CaO-AIO 1 , 1773 2 .90x IO 1 7.82x 10 ' J .25x 10 ' 
(52 molt!%) 
1923 4 .75xl0 1 I .40xl0 : 940xl0 ' 
CaO-SiO~ 1773 2 .90x IQ I 5 .16x 10'  , ' 
 11J o/,- I 
.1   IO 1 l. J l  I , ' 
- I 1 , .1 - -- - - - --
 I  '   1  · I !hl ' 
ok J  11k  l 
\111 O-SiO 177.1 I .12x 10 2 .24xl0 ' 2 I h 10 ' 
192.1 I 8)X 10 I 4 .J Ix 10 ' 1 .l'ixl0 ' 
R.2 . 1. CaO-AIO,., S~·stt'm 
1111 ,. t c·a, 1111.:, h • rk . l , . r<.!ll 1i.:te  \ ;ii c· 1,  111 , 1_t! c• h.111 
 .  11 .:  1, .t  Jue· 111 e: ni.:t:rt:11111~ 1  ...'i. (i 11  q .t i 11 11 1' 1  '< •  l c· 
illC:ft!il.'-t' 111 lt'lllrt:rallJrc• l dkc'l ll  (he• lt' nlJleLt!LifL' llll ,ul (1 c• ,·,1 r ;t(J (~ 1, Jlll( \t'r~ ,tf.l!t' 
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8.2.2. MnOAIO,_, System
Similar to CaO-AIO, . melts, MnO-AIO,, melts have higher sulfide eapaeilies than MnO 
SiO- melts. But the difference is not as significant as that of calcium tixide melts
For melts of 0 < < 0,67, sulfide capacities of CaO-AIO, . melts are lower than
those of MnO-AIO,, system Therefore, at lower concentrations of basic oxide, sulfur from hot 
metal can be removed more effectively by the addition of MnO 
8.3. Ternary Silicate System
As can be seen from Figs.2.S. 27, 28, ,^l and .^2, the relationship between (\ for the 
ternary melts and the cation fractions is linear 
8.3.1. Fe<>CiiO-SiO, system
At constant mole traction of SiO,, the sulfide capacities increa.se w ith the increase of l eO 
content The results exhibit excellent agreement between the calculated and experimental sulfide 
capacities with an average percentage deviation of \'X 1% It should also be noted that differences 
between measured values of f\ at the same composition are as large as 0 61 x 10 ■“ while the largest 
difference between experimental and calculated \aiues of (\ is U7xl0f which may not be 
significant
According to the predictions we made in Fig 26. the industrial shig m the left bottom area 
of the FeO-CaO-SiO. diagram .ts shown in Fig..VS (i e low FeO and SiO, concentration and high 
CaO concentration) has a strong desulfuri/ing ability This is being used in iron making process, 
m which a considerable amount of sulfur need to be removed from the melt On the other hand, 
with a composition of high SiO , slag used in acid open hearth steel furnace h.is poor ability in 
desulfurization
If we compare Fig .TS on Fig 26. we can get the sulfide capacity range for the seven
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slags used in ditterent industry areas, which is shown in Table 19 and Fig 36
Table 19, Sulfide capacity range for the seven slags of FeO-CaO-SiO; system used in difterent
industry areas
Slag No. shown in Fig.36 Area used




Acid open hearth steel 
furnace
8 0x10^ - 2 5x10
Basic oxygen converter
Copper reverberator
2 5x10’- 1 5x10
8 0x10"- I 5x10
Copper oxide blast furnace
Lead blast furnace
2 5x10 ■ 2 5x10
I 5x10 ' 2 5x10
Tin smelting 5 0x10" 5 0x10
8.3.2. MgO-CaO-SiOj system
At constant mole traction of SiO the sulfide capacities decrea,se with the increase ot 
MgO content I'he results exhibit excellent .igreement between the calculated and experimental 
sulfide capacities with an average percentage dev iation ot I 1 6% at I773K and 13 2'’y at I923K 
The experimental data measured at 1776K are a little higher than the theoretical ones which .ire 
calculated at I773K
8.3.3. MnOMgO-SiOj system
At constant mole fraction of SiO . the sulfide capacities increase with the increase ot 
MnO content I he results exhibit good agreement between the calculated and experimental sultide 
capacities with an average percentage deviation ot 19 0%
77 
~lags us.xi in difkrent indust ry areas. whi ch i, shown in Tahle 19 ,md f- 1g .~6 
Tahlt! 19 . Sulfide capacity range fllr the seven . lags of FeO-CaO-SiO: srt rn us.xi in d1 ffe ren1 
industry area~ 
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8.3.4. MnO-CaO-SiO, system
At constant mole fraction of SiO,. the sulfide capacities increase with the increase of 
MnO content. The results exhibit good agreement between the calculated and experimental sulfide 
capacities with an average percentage deviation of 18.7%.
According to the predictions of Figs.33 and 34. the industrial slag in the right bottom 
area with low MnO and SiO. concentration and high CaO concentration has a strong desulfurizing 
ahi'ity due to the high sulfide capacities it has.
8.4. Prediction of Thermodynamic Properties of Slags
Using the predicted plot of sulfide capacity, we can calculate the sulfur distribution ratio 
in the slags, predict the activity ol metal oxide and the (iibbs energy ot tusion ot metal sultide
8.4.1. Calculation of Sulfur Distribution Ratio
The industry is interested in distribution ratio lor sultur in the metal and slag Sulfur, 
both in pig iron and in steel, may be removed by reduction processes, i e . by conversion to 
sulfides which dissolve in the slag or are formed as separate phases 
If we combine the F.q (11 with the following equation
(..Zl = .S' (45)
gives
6’-' is' (46)
Here the oxygen potential may be controlled by reaction with carbon, with some other reducing
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Here (S) and |S| denote the sulfur concentrations in weight percent in the slag and in the mct.il 
respectively. Cs is the sulfide capacity of the slag, and K is the equilibrium constant for equation 
t45) above. Po, is the partial pre-ssure of oxygen.
For reaction (45). AG" = -131460 -i- 22.05T J. so for carbon saturated slags such as 
FeO-SiO, and FeO-CaO■.Si{3^ systems. AG" at 1773K for equation (45l is -d2 .365 KJ, therefore, 
the equilibrium constant K is 526.37 For the reaction 2( -i- O = 2( C). Atr' is 26' KJ at 
T= 1773K. Assume P,„- 1 atm. we will get (P<’)'' = 1 35x10' Assume/,* = 1. v.e gel
= 1 .407xiO‘-C,. 
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(48)
Using equation (48), the sullur distribution ratio of binary FeO-.SiO system were 
calculated as a function ol X,,,,. which are shown in Fig .37 It may also be plotted directly as 
a function ol slag composition as shown in Fig 38 tor Fe()-( aO-.SiO. system We can see that 
it increases with increasing basic components in the slag
8.4.2. Predictinn of activity of iiu-lal oxide
Once we have the prediction plot tor the whole composition range, we can u.se equatums 
(16). (21), (24) .ind (25) to calculate the activity of metal oxide in reverse For example, tor 
C'aO-SiO; system, we predicted (\ as 7 %xl0' at X.„. = 0 55. therefore, a,„,is 1 40x10'
8.4.3. Prediction of Gibbs energy of fusion of metal sulfide
If for some system, there is no reliable data tor the Gibbs energy ot tusion ot met.il
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Fig . ..\8 . Sulfur distribution ratio (S) i[S1 prediction for ternar~ 
Ft><)-Ca0-Si0 1 s~·stc . 
8 3 
sulfide, we ean use .solid .state as the reference state in the pre.sent calculatu'n The correction of 
the calculation of K„ from equation (2) for the Gibbs energy of fusion will lead to change 
calculated values of Cs- That amount of change in Gibbs energy will he the (iibbs energy ot 
fusion of metal sulfide.
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9. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Sulfide capacities of binary silicate melts (Na O-SiO-, CaO-SiO-, MnO-SiO-, FeO-SiO 
and MgO-SiO,). binary aluminate system (CaO-AIO, .and MnO-AIO,.) and ternary silicate melts 
(FeO-CaO-SiO,. MnO-MgC-SiO,. MgO-CaO-SiO. and MnO-CaO-SiO-) at several different 
temperatures were calculated using the modified Reddy-Blander model
I. The modified Reddy-Blander model we proposed for calculating C. in binary and ternary 
slags a priori is shown to be in very good agreement with available experimental data 
2 The sulfide capacities of slags are directly proportional |i| to the equilibrium constant K„,
which IS related to the differences in the Gibbs energies of formation ol MO and MS. and 
(ii) to values of a„,,, which are related to the solution properties The variation ot these 
two independent properties cannot be correlated by a single parameter such as basicity 
but needs to be predicted in a more fundamental manner using known thermodynamic 
data on the properties of the pure oxides, sultides, and solutions 
,1 Using the encapsulation method, many slag samples can be equilibrated with a common
gas phase without either presetting or directly measuring /’. /' ■ With the iiKlusion .4 
a "reference" slag sample for which (\ is known from previous measurements the 
sulfide capacities of ail samples were calculated trom the measurement ot the tinal sultur 
content of each sample The experimental results agree with the other experimental data 
and also with our predicted data very well 
4 The sulfide capacity increases with the increase ot temperature
,S The prediction ot sulfide capacity can be used to calculate sulfur distribution ratio,
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Na-O-SiO, slags have a large sulfide capacity and will effectively remove sulfur from hot 
metal.
The sulfide capacities of MnO-SiO, are higher than those of CaO-SiO, and MgO-SiO- and 
lower than those in the FeO-SiCX system for a composition of Xs... > 0 TV However, 
the sulfide capacities of hypothetical pure molten MnO are higher than those of FeO and 
MgO (for the reference state of the MgS solid) and lower than that of CaO 
The binary aluminate system has higher sulfide capacity than binary silicate system has 
which means the sulfur can be removed from hot metal more effectively by adding binary 
aluminate melts
For ternary slags, the industrial slags with low FeO and SiO, concentration and high ( aO 
concentration for FeO-CaO-.SIO. system has a strong desulfuring ability .Similarly. MnO- 
CaO-SiO. slag with low MnO and SiO, concentration and high CaO concentration has 
high sulfide capacity
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ynAlgye‘ + Ag 
y n ylgye‘ + Ag 






ynrlgye‘ + Ag 
ybrlgye‘*Ag
L7t Y y 
5Ai Ctp 
9y n gAyAg‘ + AA 
9ybgAyAg‘+AA 
9yngAyAg‘+AA 
9y n gAyAg‘ + AA 






9yngAyAr‘ + AA 
9y n gAyys‘ + AA 
9yngAyiv‘*AA
L7t Y i 
Ai Ctp 
9ynlsrii‘ + Ay 
9y n srsvl‘ + Ay 
9yniriee‘ + Ay 
9y n yirig‘ + Ay 
n riAeg‘ + AA 
n lleiy‘ + AA 
brAesO‘+AA 
nrrsiv‘+AA 











L7t Y g 
5i Ctp 
9rn33eev‘ + AA 
9rnglgsr‘+AA 
9lnrvevy‘+AA 
9lnvgils‘ + AA 
















9vneiAys‘ + AA 








Inpu t data saved as : : s \ e i2.I I
Effe t o  tempe atu e o n t e sta i lity
emperature : 500 . 000 C , Ste p 
Pressure: 1 a , Ste p= 
of S02 (g) 
100 .0 00 C
0 .000 ar 
Num e r o Ste ps : 13 
Spe .ie emp Input St.ep 
A tivity 




25 . 000 
25.000 
2 5 . 000 
mol mol oef i ient. 
1 1 Ar(gj 
2 1 02(,J) 
3 1 S2 (g) 
4 1 S02(g) 
5 l S03(g) 
0.950 0.0 00 
0.000 0 . 000 
0.000 0 .000 
0.050 0 000 
0 . 000 0 .000 
: s \ e12.g1  
X Log Y 1 og  2 og  J ~og Y 4 
Tempe r atu re S02(g) 02( g) S2(g) S03(g) 
7 731 50 E+02 -l . 30 1 03 E+OO - 1.74922E 01 - 8 . 88556E+O O -8.28 348 E+00 
j . 73150 E+0 2 - l .30 103E+OO -1 . 49467E Ol -8.37349 E+OO -7 . 77 142E+ OO 
9 . 7 31 50E+ 02 - l. 30 103E+OO -l.29255E 0 1 -7 . 96561 E+OO -7.36357 [+ 00 
l . 0 7315 E+0 3 - l . 30 1 0 3 E+00 -l . 12823E Ol -7 . 63274E+O O -7.03073 E+ OO 
l . 17315E+03 - l . 30103E+OO - 9 92051E+OO - 7. 35524E+ OO -6 . 75377 E+OO 
l . 27315E+ 03 - l . 30 103E+ OO - 8 .77 521E+ OO -7 11740 E+OO - 6 . 5201 4E+ OO 
l . 37315E +03 - l . 30104E+OO -7 . 8 0 54 CS +00 -6. 89788 E+00 - 6 . 32354E+OO 
l.47315 E+03 - 1 . 30104E+OO -6 . 99 4 26 E OO -6 65504E+OO - 6 . 16589E+O O 
l . 57 315E+03 - l . 30105E+00 - 6 33599E+OO - 6 344 4 4E+O O -6.0 52 03 E+ OO 
1 .67 315E+03 - 1 .30 106E+O O -5 . 8 0 32 2 E 00 - 5. 978 0 3E +OO - 5 . 97 420 E+ OO 
l . 773 15E+03 -l.30108E+OO - 5 .3 5651 E O O -5.60 1 61E+OO - 5 . 91732E+O O 
l .87 315E+ 03 -l.30 114E+ OO - 4 . 96875E OO - 5 .2 43 44E+ 00 - 5. 87141E+0 0 
l.97315 E+03 - l . 30126 E+ OO - 4 . 62501 E OO - 4 . 91275E +OO - 5 831 9 7E+ 00 
1.000 
1 .00 0 
1.000 
1 .0 0 0 
1 . 000 
